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Chair’s report 

As Chair, I don’t have many direct tasks or functions (does that make me dysfunctional?) but 
instead try to lend a hand where I can and deal with any issues that don’t fall within someone 
else’s remit. I had been aware for a while that OCV’s objects, as stated in the constitution, 
seemed somewhat out of date, but it was filling in a grant application, which asked what our  
objectives were, that made me realize their importance. I hope you will agree that the 
revised objects are a better reflection of what OCV aims to do. We have also adopted a 
volunteer policy (available on our website) which sets out what OCV expects from its 
volunteers, and what volunteers should expect in return. 

This year we discovered that we could get free MiDAS (the Community Transport 
Association’s Minibus Driver Awareness Scheme) training through the Oxfordshire Rural 
Community Council. It’s a two-part training session focusing on safety, and so far 5 of our 
drivers have done the first part of the training, with three more booked in May. The 
qualification lasts for 4 years and is a requirement to drive for the National Trust and BTCV. 
Although we’re not a big fish like them, I hope it will give both passengers and drivers some 
extra confidence and add to our reputation for being a responsible organization. Thanks to 
all our drivers for their willingness to participate. 
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We’re working on organizing a training session for leaders as well, so keep an eye out for 
more details. Leaders are highly valued and always in short supply, so if anyone reading this 
has not yet had their arm gently twisted then please consider volunteering. It’s a great talking 
point on your CV and you might even enjoy it! 

This year we’ve put a lot of effort into fundraising for a new minibus. I’m confident that we will 
reach our target soon and we can look forward to a shiny new (second hand) bus which will 
hopefully last us for many years to come. See the fundraising officer’s report below for more 
details. 

Three committee members have stepped down from their roles this year. Firstly, Kate Bone 
stepped down as Fundraising Officer last summer due to work commitments. Kate’s 
fundraising work had been very successful, obtaining various grants towards tools and 
running costs, which were gratefully received! However, since we were concentrating on 
fundraising for the minibus, we did not seek to immediately replace her, but are now hoping 
to refill the role at the AGM.  Nathalie Marten left the committee in September to move to 
Brighton. She handed over her roles as membership secretary, van fundraising officer, and 
publicity officer to Tim Bletsoe, Phil Hunter, and Toby Berry respectively. We were very 
grateful for her hard work in these roles, and as secretary previously. We say a sad goodbye 
also to Naomi Berger, who is stepping down as OCV’s social secretary after four years. It’s a 
really important role, both as a way of attracting new volunteers, and getting to know the 
existing ones better, and it’s been good to have a regular and varied programme of social 
events. A big thank you to Kate, Nat, and Naomi, and I hope to see you on tasks and socials 
still! 

I would also like to thank Mike Smart at Stansfeld, whose generosity over the past year has 
been truly incredible. 

Finally, thanks to all the committee for your good sense, commitment and hard work, without 
which we could not function.  

Jo Gay 

 

Secretary’s report 

It has been almost a year since I took on the role of Secretary and I have found the charity to 
be well organised and thorough in the way that it is run.  I have supported this by making 
sure meetings are booked every first Tuesday of the month, preparing the agenda and 
recording the minutes, which are posted on the wiki section` of the website.  I also take care 
of the Declaration of Trust and the Safety File. 

Accidents and Near Misses April 2010 – April 2011: No. of incidents reported:  5 
 

Date Description Action Taken 
20/6/10 Volunteer slipped from a ladder 

at a low height.  

No injury sustained.  

Committee advised. 

Volunteers advised to take extra care. 

18/7/10 Smoke inhalation / exposure to 
harmful substance.  Volunteer 
felt unwell. 

Volunteer moved out of smoke and rested. 

Committee advised.   

Leaders advised to be extra vigilant about 
what is being added to fires, and to actively 
discourage burning non-organic matter. 
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30/10/10 Fall caused by snapping rope. 

Minor bruising. 

Volunteer rested. 

 

20/2/11 Infection caused by blackthorn 
splinter. 

Committee advised.  Leaders informed of 
risk of infection from blackthorn and safety 
talk modified to include this. 

5/3/11 Cut finger with pruning saw 
while removing from sheath. 

Antiseptic wipe applied followed by 
dressing. 

Committee advised.  Safety talk modified to 
emphasise this 

 

I would like to thank Oxford City Council for their continued support in allowing us free use of 
the Town Hall Jury Room for committee meetings. 

I would also like to thank the committee for their support in helping me find my feet in this 
new role.   

Lydia Goodall 

 

Website Editor’s report 

During 2010-2011 I have continued to update the OCV website content. This included 
adding information about reserves that are new to OCV, in addition to general updates on 
both public and internal areas of the website to ensure that the information given is correct 
and current. I have kept the bulletin board up to date and uploaded any photographs sent to 
me for the website. All improvements/additions suggested by OCV members have been 
included. I have been sadly unable to spend as much time editing the website or on task in 
the past year, however, so there is scope for adding more background details to our 
reserves, especially for newer sites. 

Caroline Ruse 

 

Task Programmer's report 
We've had another great year, with a full programme of tasks, including almost all Sundays, 
an increased number of Saturdays and 4 residential weekends. 

Our most frequent clients have continued to include Natural England, the National Trust, 
BBOWT and Oxford City Council.  We continue to do a significant proportion of tasks for 
parish councils (Deddington, Tackley, North Hinksey, Hanborough, East and West 
Hagbourne) and local conservation groups (Friends of the Trap Grounds, Wootton 
Conservation Trust and a new client, Cumnor Hurst).  We did a task for Oxfordshire County 
Council, the first for several years and hope this will lead to others. 

Last year we planned to find more private clients in preparation for the potential effects of 
public spending cuts.  Whilst this remains an option, it has not been necessary as most of 
our existing clients have remained strong.  Only one project day was cancelled as a result of 
funding cuts, and this slot was quickly filled by another client.  To avoid putting volunteers in 
a difficult ethical position, the OCV committee agreed a policy that aims to avoid "job 
substitution": organisations replacing paid employees or contractors with volunteers from 
OCV. 
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After much internal reorganisation, Oxford City Council have been willing to offer us more 
work, but we have settled on approximately one task per month in order to keep the 
programme varied and avoid becoming too dependent on one client.  The interest level of 
these tasks has been increased, with hedgelaying, coppicing and fencing replacing some of 
the scrub clearance and ragwort pulling.  This is very welcome, though slightly adds to 
leader and task programmer workload as most projects will require a site visit beforehand. 
The balance of project types has remained similar this year, but with a slight shift towards 
more hedgelaying and coppicing work than simply scrub clearance in the Winter.  This fits 
our general policy of trying to find more varied and skilled work where we can, whilst 
recognising the importance of scrub clearance work on certain sites and simple projects as  
an easy entry route for new volunteers and task leaders.  Fencing work in Spring 2010 was 
quite limited, but this is set to be rectified in Spring 2011.  We did a pond project in the 
Autumn and we planted trees and made bird and bat boxes for the first time in recent 
memory.  Another pond project is planned for this Summer.  Our boardwalk and dipping 
platform building skills have increased, and we also learnt about renewing edging  
around lakes. 

We stayed at the Peak District National Park base camp last year, as well as the usual 
residential to Swanage in Dorset in the Summer.  In December we did a coppicing training 
residential camping at Westonbirt in Gloucestershire in the snow.  This slightly more 
"extreme" residential was similar in popularity to the others; a testament to the commitment 
(or foolhardiness) of some of our volunteers!  Another camping trip took place in April and 
was a success for all concerned.  We have another 3 residentials planned for this year 
already, all return visits to previous clients. 

Leader and driver numbers have remained good with no tasks cancelled due to the lack of a 
leader or driver.  As always, we depend on the great commitment of leaders, drivers and 
volunteers.  They turn out in all kinds of weather and never cease to be cheerful, hard-
working and dedicated to nature conservation.  Our clients appreciate that, and their 
gratitude makes me proud to be part of such an organisation. 

Chris Skepper 

 

Publicity Officer’s report 

Since assuming the role of Publicity Officer in November 2010, I have continued the 
advertising of OCV tasks on Daily Info. 

In April 2011, a new OCV poster was created, which will be placed at strategic locations 
(community centres, libraries etc) in and around Oxford.  The Cowley Road area has a 
number of possible locations, and is on the OCV pick-up route, so this would be a 
particularly good area to target. 

It will be interesting to see what kind of effect the new poster campaign has on OCV, in 
terms of volunteer numbers and general public awareness of the organisation.  Although, 
having said that, volunteer numbers remain consistently healthy, and the internet remains 
our principal publicity medium. 

Toby Berry 
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Membership Secretary’s report 

In 2010 we had 51 members and for the year to date (January – May) we have 30.  
Membership is an excellent way to support OCV and allow it to continue to make a positive 
impact on the environment in Oxfordshire (and beyond). 

One of the benefits is the opportunity to go on residential tasks.  In 2010 we had four such 
successful trips.  These give the chance to carry out useful conservation work in different 
parts of this beautiful country (the Brecon Beacons and Peak District to name but two) and 
therefore carry out work not readily available locally.  They are also an excellent social 
outing.  So far this year we have had one residential with two more planned for May. 

Following a website survey, the merchandise range will be increased with the addition of t-
shirts in burgundy and rugby shirts, both embossed with the group’s logo. 

Many thanks to all those people who have supported OCV in 2010/11. 

Tim Bletsoe 

 

Fundraising Officer’s report 

OCV fundraising has been dominated by the need to raise funds for a replacement minibus. 
Nathalie Marten, my predecessor, began the appeal and as of this writing we’re just about 
half way towards our target. We need to raise another £4,050 to complete the project. The 
table below sets out the make-up of the funds we’ve gathered so far. 

Details of the current state of OCV minibus fund-raising: 

Source       £ 
OCV minibus fund  10810 
Private donations 140 
Oxford Preservation Trust 2000 
Cumber Family Charitable Trust 500 
Ormonde Charitable Trust 
Sandford Trust 

400 
250 

Infineum (corporate donation) 500 
Nielsen (corporate donation) 50 
Total  14650 

 

The grant from Oxford Preservation Trust is conditional on our raising the outstanding 
balance. A few other grant applications are in the pipeline but any donations towards our 
target will be gratefully received! 

The only non-minibus related fundraising we’ve done this year was our annual application to 
Oxford City Council for funding to help with running costs in 2011/12, but sadly this was not 
successful. The amount of funding available has been cut dramatically despite the current 
‘big society’ agenda. However, there are further opportunities to apply for funding during the 
year and we will reapply. 

Phil Hunter and Jo Gay 
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Webmaster’s report 

The site’s been running pretty smoothly this last year with only a few tweaks required to 
resolve some minor bugs. Regarding usage, the mailing list has continued to grow to 
currently over 670 recipients. 

Statistics seem to be the theme of the last twelve months. An entry field has been added on 
the mailing list subscription page of the site which asks subscribers to the mailing list how 
they found out about us. The responses collected can then be collated and reported on so 
we can identify how OCV is reaching the public.  

Since July last year, we’ve also been recording on the site the attendance figures of 
volunteers at each of our tasks. The leaders of the tasks have been dutifully logging in on 
the site after their task & entering the figure. Over time, the data collected should help 
provide us with a picture of attendance. In the meantime the following are some ‘titbit’ 
statistics as a taster. 

The attendance, since last July, has been averaging at 16 for standard Sunday tasks, (i.e. 
excluding residentials). The attendance has been pretty steady throughout the period so 
good or bad weather doesn’t appear to affect us, (knew we weren’t the fair weather type!). 
Attendance has been generally higher for the newer & less visited sites and this also applies 
to our more ‘technical’ tasks such as hedge laying or where construction is involved. Despite 
this, our regular haunt ‘Aston Rowant’ bucks the trend by holding the record of 24 volunteers 
on 20th Feb. The oldies are the best! 

Paul Clarke 

 

Tools Officer’s report 

Tool Store: We have been based at Stansfeld OEC for just over a year now, and it has 
turned out to be a very happy home for OCV thanks to Mike Smart. There have been very 
few teething problems; in fact the most significant issue was largely resolved by a rhyme and 
a bit of practice at wiggling padlock keys. The tool store itself has been more of a project 
than I had expected, perhaps in part because of the multitude of possibilities offered by a 
vacant garage. I’m continuing to tinker with hooks, shelves and bays to free up enough 
space to move our green wood supplies indoors. We finally installed low voltage lighting in 
the summer, with the costs shared between Stansfeld and OCV. It’s still a bit gloomy inside, 
but at least people now have a fighting chance of locating the right tools! The underground 
ducting was a ‘proper job’ such that we could upgrade to mains power at a later date if 
desired. Mike kindly fitted a motion sensitive floodlight outside, which helped a lot with tool 
cleaning after winter tasks. 

Tools: Until I reviewed my purchases since the 2010 AGM, I thought it’d been a fairly light 
year. This is partly because there was no grant money specifically earmarked for tools. 
However it turns out that we have acquired a variety of equipment. In the autumn I bought 24 
hard hats to replace our ageing stock and to ensure that tree-felling tasks could be fully-
helmeted affairs. Then, after sensing that I was losing the battle to keep our two Original 
storm kettles going, I obtained a cut-price Triple-S storm kettle thanks to recent contact with 
the Eydon Company. This ten pint behemoth of a wood-fired tea urn needed a modified 
stock pot to allow it to reach its full potential, but is now a very popular regular at tasks. More 
recently it has benefited from a sophisticated new Skepper-built portable flat surface and a 
Turboflame refillable lighter. Further purchases this spring included three large tool bags, 
two panel saws and some tin snips. We are probably overdue for some new bowsaw blades, 
but they are included on a pending grant application along with some less mundane items. 
Finally on the tools front, I’d like to thank volunteers who have brought along their own 
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billhooks, cordless drills and patent-pending stob-twisting devices, which have all been 
invaluable supplements on these tasks. (Incidentally, sharpening and repairing tools isn’t 
glamorous, but if I don’t mention it here then you might be forgiven for thinking that I don’t do 
it – but I do, when I can!) 

Consumables: As a rule, OCV doesn’t provide materials for tasks because this is the clients’ 
responsibility. However I was asked to mention consumables so I will. This year has been no 
different to others really, in that we try to maintain a modest supply of staples and assorted 
nails to help make sure that we can get The Job done. Something else which seems to have 
become a consumable of late is drill bits; we got through almost twenty during three days of 
construction activities! However I don’t feel that there is any cause for concern about this 
minor background level of spend. The other exceptional materials are coppicing products; 
our kind clients invariably permit us to harvest stakes and binders from their reserves for our 
hedgelaying tasks on other sites. I really like this because not only is it in-keeping with the 
true spirit of woodland husbandry, it also means we are well equipped to execute good 
conservation-grade hedgelaying. 

To do: A couple of things to mention in this last section. Firstly my annual assertion that I 
must do an inventory of the tool store. Secondly it would be good to revive the as-yet 
unfulfilled idea of peer-led training for task leaders and potential task leaders. Informal on-
task training (including, but not limited to coppicing and hedgelaying) has been very 
successful this year, so there is definitely mileage to be had from people actively passing on 
their skills and experience. 

Thanks all, it’s been a good year. 

Tim Evans 

 

Treasurer’s report 

The accounts for the financial year 1st April 2010 to 31st March 2011 are presented in Table 
1. The last year has seen OCV make a surplus for the fifth year in a row. Over this period we 
had an excess income over expenditure (excluding depreciation) of £3,966.25. 

Our income for the last year has remained similar to the previous year. The committee 
increased its fundraising efforts with a view to purchasing a new minibus in the near future. 
This resulted in over £1800 being raised in donations. We also received a grant of £500 from 
Oxford City Council. Increasing the number of Saturday tasks has also helped our income. 

We managed to keep expenditure below last year’s levels, despite increasing fuel costs, and 
having to spend more on keeping the minibus running. 

The balance in the investment account currently stands at £14,346.25.  
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Table 1. Accounts for period 1 st April 2007 to 31 st March 2011 
 

 2010-2011 2009-2010 2008-2009 2007-2008 
INCOME:     
Task Fees £4860.00 £4850.00 £4060.00 £3740.00 
Memberships £255.00 £240.00 £275.00 £235.00 
Donations £1865.61 £1543.50 £450.00 0 
Grants £500.00 £00.00 £500.00 £1162.70 
Merchandise sales  £176.00 £288.60 £135.80 0 
Interest  £24.13 £211.26 £246.09 £3.03 
Other  £161.00 £801.14 £22.00 0 
Income for the year £7841.74  £7934.50 £5688.89 £5140.73 
 
     
EXPENDITURE:     
     
           Maintenance, MOT,     
                 breakdown & repairs £1255.06 £859.20 £546.76  
           Fuel £439.34 £262.70 £392.93  
           Tax & Insurance £1073.35 £1058.35 £1035.06  
Total Minibus costs £2767.75 £2180.25 £1974.75 £2035.55 
Car Mileage £96.20 £54.60 £198.65 £213.75 
Tools £437.24 £336.10 £597.27 £457.25 
Training £0.00 £300.00 £1031.25 0 
BTCV affiliation and insurance £469.87 £452.86 £416.95 £315.63 
Food £72.38 £18.52 £32.14 £46.81 
Stationery £27.05 £16.38 £11.86 £41.09 
Publicity £0.00 £55.00 £55.00 0 
Accommodation 0 0 £45.00 0 
Other  £5.00 £579.93 £165.81 £20.00 
Merchandise  £0.00 £465.04 0 0 
Depreciation (1) £186.20 £266.00 £380.00 £542.85 
Expenditure for the year £4061.69  £4724.68 £4908.68 £3672.93 
     
Excess income over expenditure £3780.05 £3209.82 £780.21 £1467.80 
*Excess income over expenditure excl 
depreciation £3966.25  £3475.82 £1160.21 £2010.65 
     
Balance in current account £2368.58  £1899.27 £1845.72 £2122.60 
     
Balance in Investment Account  £14346.25 £10810.59 £6927.51 £5492.75 
Petty Cash £2.38 £41.10 £46.68 £46.72 

(1)           Depreciation calculated as 70% of previous year’s depreciation 
 

Craig Waugh 
 

Newsletter Editor’s report 

Since the last AGM, there have been 3 new editions of the Weasel (Spring, 2010, Summer 
2010, and Winter 2011). There was no Autumn edition as the editor was moving house, but 
the usual quarterly schedule should now be resumed. 
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The high standard of articles continues due to the creative ideas of our members who 
willingly write pieces for the newsletter. I would like to thank everyone who contributed 
suggestions for articles and who wrote pieces this year – the Weasel would not be possible 
without you. 

As mentioned in the 2010 report, I aimed to include some more light-hearted articles to keep 
a balance between the informative and the humorous content – this was achieved through 
pieces like “The Amazing Stobbinator”, the “Conservation Couture” survey and “Storm Kettle 
Top Trumps”.  

The Weasel also played an important part in keeping our members informed and up-to-date 
about the minibus fundraising project, with links to our Big Give page and explanations of our 
progress and future plans. 

The potential redesign of the Weasel pages, mentioned in last year’s report, has not yet 
happened, but this is something that I should hopefully be able to look into with the 
Webmaster this year. One priority is to move some of the earliest editions into a separate 
‘earlier editions’ page as they have a slightly different format and it could be confusing for 
new readers coming to the page. 

Michelle Reid 

 

Social Secretary’s report 

OCV social activities over the past year have included Bowling, Punting, Pub visits and 
meals out including American, Indian, Spanish, British (sossages). Only one social was 
cancelled this year which was a trip to the Hook Norton Brewery, due mainly to lack of 
interest.  

The annual Christmas party took place at Peace House, Paradise Street which worked well 
as it is a central location and there was good attendance. 

Sadly this is my last report as I am stepping down from the committee, best of luck whoever 
comes after and if the new committee member needs any advice on social organising or 
what works best please feel free to give them my email address.   

Thank you to everybody who has attended OCV socials, they just don’t happen without 
people to go to them! 

Naomi Berger 

 

Van Officer’s report 

Another year passes and the OCV van soldiers on into her 12th year.  Minor niggles are 
creeping in such as seatbelt problems, failed dashboard warning lights, stereo and heater 
functionality and rear door closeability. Lots of tin-worm is also appearing in various areas. I 
have recently cleaned the van and attempted to quash the developing eco system in 
residence (inside next!), and renewed the windscreen wipers. Apart from these issues the 
engine appears to be running well and the van remains reliable. 
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In the last year I looked at switching insurers and obtained different quotations. In the end I 
decided to stay with the existing insurer especially as they were able to include breakdown 
cover, however this was a worthwhile exercise as we obtained a lower premium. 

The van was taxed and mot’d in September, the major expense was the replacement of the 
brake discs and pads which had been in the offing for some time.  The Midas trainer noted 
that the hand brake was difficult to engage and needed adjustment which the mechanic is 
currently looking at. 

In the last year two new drivers were successfully inducted and have driven on tasks. 

The van mechanic Jason Holden is working very well in his flexibility and willingness to go 
out of his way to arrange any necessary repairs.  The fundraising continues for the new van 
and many thanks to the other committee members for their efforts regarding this, and also in 
arranging the Midas driver training.  

Members are encouraged to report any faults with the van and to continue to check tyres, 
and under the bonnet. 

Matthew Cardy 
 


